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The Hunt for Ad Perfection

HIDE is a hugely popular prop hunt game from GS Games Studio. 
This relatively new genre, utilizing the relatively new ad format 
in-game advertising, was doubly experimental for the studio. 

The results prove that innovation pays off, with an average 10% 
uplift in revenue post-integration.

HIDE is a natural fit for AdInMo’s InGamePlay ads, with in-menu 
placements and tactically-placed ads delivering consistent 
impressions in an otherwise hectic game. In addition to this,  the 
developer also made great artistic use of the format.

Ads are well-framed on digital screens, with many featuring a 
unique lighting effect applied to the dynamically served ads. This 
brings a new level of immersion to the programmatic ads in HIDE 
not possible with traditional ad monetization formats such as 
banner ads.
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The AdInMo Experience

GS Games Studio has monetized with AdInMo for over 12 months 
and worked closed with the team to evolve their integration and 
perfect their ad placements.

AdInMo’s Game Design team recommended the best locations for 
ads in HIDE, and their tech team has  tested features such as cycle 
extension time and shrink-to-fit.  Team AdInMo’s responsive service 
helped make this iterative process smooth and productive.

“AdInMo's SDK was easy to integrate, with no 
coding required, and it was easy to get HIDE set 

up in their portal.”

“Tech support was readily available, and their 
design team recommended good ad 

placement locations within the game.” 

“AdInMo's in-game advertising has led to a 
10% increase in revenue for us, at no cost to 

the player experience.”

Alexander Minakov
CEO

GS Games Studio

The developer now has a 
successful integration with a  10% 
increase in revenue,  and  no 
negative impact on the player 
experience, or the game’s churn 
rate. The well-framed ad 
placements even contribute to 
the realism and atmosphere of 
the game, highlighting the upsides 
of in-game advertising as a 
format.


